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The time-of-Ñight spectrum of the H atoms resulting from photodissociation of gas phase HFCO molecules at
243.12 nm indicates a role for secondary photolysis of fragments arising via theHCO(X3 ) F ] HCO(X3 )
dissociation channel. Analysis of this spectrum, and of earlier photofragment translational spectroscopy results
obtained at a number of neighbouring wavelengths in the range 218.4È248.2 nm, allow estimation of an upper
limit for the CwF bond dissociation energy : kJ mol~1. fragments are deduced toD0(FwCHO)O 482 HCO(X3 )
be amongst the primary products of HFCO photolysis at all wavelengths j O 248.2 nm, indicating that any
energy barrier in the FwC bond Ðssion channel [measured relative to the asymptotic products F(2P)

must be small. This observation is considered in the light of available knowledge regarding the] HCO(X3 )]
potential energy surfaces for the ground and Ðrst excited singlet and triplet (a8 3AA) states of(X3 1A@) (A3 1AA)
HFCO; the available evidence all points to radiationless transfer and subsequent dissociation on the triplet
surface as the mechanism for the deduced FwC bond Ðssion.

Introduction
Formyl Ñuoride, HFCO, is a major degradation product of
HFC-134a1 and, partly for this reason, both its electronic
spectroscopy and its photochemistry have been the subject of
recent experimental study. The ground state of HFCO(X3 1A@)
has a planar equilibrium geometry.2h4 The A3 1AA ^X3 1A@
absorption system is dominated by a progression in the CxO
stretching mode as expected given that the transition(l2),involves a electron promotion. Giddings andnC/O* ^ nOInnes5 established the band origin of the system,A3 ^ X3 l0\

cm~1, the extended CO bond length in the state,37 491.7 A3
and also deduced the non-planar minimum energy geometry
of the state. However, the barrier to inversion in the stateA3 A3
is too small to preclude tunnelling ; the state is thus legiti-A3
mately considered as having AA symmetry under the pointCsgroup. Assignments of the pattern of state vibrational levelsA3
have since been extended and reÐned by Fischer6 and, latterly,
by Crane et al.7 using data from jet-cooled laser induced Ñuo-
rescence (LIF) spectra and ab initio calculations.9

There are several possible decay processes available to
HFCO molecules following excitation to the state.A3 1AA
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These include :

HFCO(A3 ) ] HFCO(X3 1A@) ] hl (LIF) (1)

] HFCO(X3 1A@) (IC) (2)

] HFCO(a8 3AA) (ISC) (3)

] H(2S) ] FCO(X3 2A@) (4)

] F(2P)] HCO(X3 2A@) (5)

] HF(X)] CO(X) (6)

Amongst the earlier photochemical studies, Klimek and
Berry10 found the HF products resulting from (broadband)
UV excitation of HFCO molecules to have an inverted vibra-
tional state population distribution, but that HF vibration
still accounted for only D7% of the available energy. Mea-
surements of the CO formation rate following photoexcitation
at 248 and 193 nm led Weiner and Rosenfeld11 to conclude
that the bond Ðssion channels (4) and (5) must be the major
dissociation pathways at these wavelengths, with some evi-
dence for the three body dissociation process yielding
H ] F] CO products at 193 nm. Studies of fragmentation
pathway (4) include measurements of the excitation spectrum
for forming H atom photofragments following excitation of
jet-cooled HFCO molecules (the so-called PHOFEX
spectrum),12,13 analysis of the Doppler lineshapes of these
atomic H fragments,12,13 and high resolution time-of-Ñight
(TOF) measurements of the H atom products resulting from
photolysis at many di†erent wavelengths in the range
218.4O j O 248.2 nm.14,15 A second, faster, peak in the H
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atom TOF spectra, clearly evident in spectra recorded at
j \ 233 nm, was attributed to secondary photolysis of

fragments,14,15 thereby reinforcing the earlierHCO(X3 )
suggestion11 that the FwC bond Ðssion channel (5) contrib-
utes to the overall decay of HFCO molecules following excita-
tion to their state. The H atom PHOFEX spectrum showsA3
well resolved parent rovibronic structure (indicating that the
decay is predissociative rather than a direct dissociation), and
a clear onset at excitation energies D39 690 cm~1 (D251.8
nm), considerably above the HwC bond dissociation energy

cm~1.14,15 The di†erence inD0(HwCFO)\ 34 950^ 20
these two energies implies the presence of a barrier in the
HwCFO exit channel and, clearly, the H atoms observed at
the longest excitation wavelengths will arise as a result of H
atom tunnelling through this barrier. Photofragment trans-
lational spectroscopy (PTS) experiments performed at excita-
tion energies just above this threshold show the FCO(X3 )
products arising via channel (4) to carry only modest rotation-
al excitation, speciÐcally distributed about the a inertial axis,
with the bulk of the excess energy released as product trans-
lation.15 Excitation at shorter wavelengths results in FCO(X3 )
products with similar levels of rotational excitation but pro-
gressively more vibrational excitation. Modelling the observed
excitation wavelength dependence of the energy disposal in
the fragments leads to a best estimate value ofFCO(X3 )
D41 000 cm~1 for the minimum barrier height in the
HwCFO exit channel. All of the experimental observations
have been rationalised in terms of a dissociation process initi-
ated by intersystem crossing (ISC) to the a8 3AA state potential
energy surface (PES) and subsequent evolution over (or, by
tunnelling, through) an energy barrier to the H] FCO(X3 )
asymptote.12h15 Ab initio calculations conÐrm the presence of
such an energy barrier on the a8 3AA state surface.16,17

Experimental study of the dissociation of ground state
HFCO molecules is largely conÐned to the work of Choi and
Moore,18 who used stimulated emission pumping (SEP) from
known state levels to prepare molecules inA3 HFCO(X3 )
(known) highly excited rovibrational levels lying below the
threshold energies for either of the single bond Ðssion chan-
nels (4) and (5). Measurements of the state and energy selected
unimolecular decay rate constants thus provide a measure of
the threshold energy D176 kJ mol~1 or 14 750 cm~1,(Eameasured from the state origin) for dissociation via channelX3
(6). The experimental work has been complemented by several
theoretical studies of major parts of the state PES and ofX3
the nuclear motions leading to the molecular elimination
(6).19h23

This paper is particularly concerned with the FwC bond
Ðssion channel (5) and extends studies of the HwC fragmenta-
tion pathway reported previously by the Bristol group.12h15
SpeciÐcally, we report the H atom velocity distribution
resulting from HFCO photolysis at 243.12 nm, and present a
re-analysis of earlier higher resolution PTS results obtained at
a number of neighbouring wavelengths in the range 218.4È
248.2 nm. All provide evidence for product forma-HCO(X3 )
tion, even at the longest photolysis wavelengths. The analyses
provide an upper limit estimate of the FwC bond strength,

kJ mol~1, and thus of the enthalpy of for-D0(FwCHO)O 482
mation of the FCO radical, The analyses also*Hf¡(FCO).
lead to the conclusion that any energy barrier in the FwC
bond Ðssion channel [measured relative to the asymptotic
products is small (\1000 cm~1). ThisF(2P) ] HCO(X3 )]
observation is considered in the light of available knowledge
regarding the PESs for the ground and Ðrst excited(X3 1A@)
singlet and triplet (a8 3AA) states of HFCO. The balance(A3 1AA)
of evidence, reinforced by new ab initio data presented here for
the minimum energy pathway leading to FwC bond Ðssion
on the a8 3AA state PES, indicates that the deduced F

products arise as a result of radiationless transfer] HCO(X3 )
to, and subsequent dissociation on, this triplet PES.

Experimental
The H atom PTS experiments in Braunschweig and in Bristol
have both been described previously. Both involve use of a
supersonic molecular beam of the formyl Ñuoride, which was
generated in both laboratories by the reaction between cyan-
uric Ñuoride and formic acid24 and introduced as a molecular
beam by passing D1 atm of Ar over a sample of liquid HFCO
stored at dry ice temperature. The former used focused 243.12
nm radiation to e†ect multiphoton ionisation (resonance
enhanced at the two photon energy by the 2s1 ; state) of2S1@2the H atom fragments. The H atom recoil velocities are deter-
mined by measurement of their times-of-Ñight (TOFs) to a
pair of microchannel plates located at the end of a carefully
designed TOF spectrometer comprising one acceleration stage
followed by a Ðeld free drift region.25 The present experiments
involved a single excimer pumped frequency doubled dye laser
system to provide the necessary photolysis and REMPI probe
wavelengths. Typical pulse energies used were D0.2 mJ,
focused into the interaction volume with a 8 cm f.l. lens. Space
charge e†ects were investigated by systematically varying both
the laser pulse energy and the seeding density in the molecular
beam, thereby ensuring that the measurements reported here
were made under distortion-free conditions. The Bristol
experiment employs one NdÈYAG pumped frequency doubled
or tripled dye laser to induce photolysis (typical pulse energies
0.5È1.0 mJ, focused using a 50 cm f.l. lens), and a second
NdÈYAG laser pumping two dye lasers producing light at

nm and nm. The former radiation is fre-j1\ 364.6 j2\ 366
quency tripled in Kr to generate light at the Lyman-a wave-
length which, together with a photon, is used to excite thej2H atom fragments to a high (n D 80) Rydberg state.15,26,27
Rydberg atoms that recoil along a Ñight tube aligned along
the direction othogonal to the plane deÐned by the axes of the
molecular beam and the laser beams are Ðeld ionised imme-
diately prior to striking a detector placed 425.6 mm from the
laser interaction region, thereby yielding a TOF spectrum.
Energy and momentum conservation enable this spectrum to
be converted into a spectrum of the total kinetic energy
release (TKER).

Calculations
Ab initio MO calculations were performed in Hokkaido using
the GAUSSIAN 94 package (Revision D.3).28 The equilibrium
structures for the and a8 3AA states of HFCO, andX3 1A@, A3 1AA
the geometries of the respective transition states leading to
FwCHO and HwCFO dissociation on the a8 3AA state PES
were obtained at the MP4SDQ/6-311G(d,p) level. Energy
optimisation at these critical geometries was at the MP4SDQ
level, using 6-311]]G(d,p) and 6-311]]G(2d,p) basis sets.

Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows an H atom TOF spectrum obtained in Braun-
schweig following 243.12 nm (41 130 cm~1) photolysis of jet-
cooled HFCO molecules using linearly polarised light with
the electric Ðeld vector aligned perpendicular to the TOF axis.
The clear maximum at TOF D51 ls is due to H atoms arising
from the primary photolysis step (4), and implies a TKER
whose peak and energy width are wholly compatible with the
earlier higher resolution PTS studies.15 The present study is
focused on the faster pedestal in the TOF spectrum, the onset
of which occurs at TOF D19.3 ls. The relative importance of
this early time pedestal increases with increasing laser pulse
energy. This observation, and the fact that the fastest H atoms
correspond to a TKER D35 900 cm~1, are both suggestive of
a process involving the absorption of more than one photoly-
sis photon. The parent “actionÏ spectrum for forming H atoms
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Fig. 1 TOF drift spectrum of H ions generated in HFCO
photodissociation/ionisation at 243.12 nm. The major peak at TOF
D51 ls is due to H atoms arising via the HwC bond Ðssion channel
(4) while the pedestal appearing at earlier times is attributed to sec-
ondary photolysis of fragments arising via the FwC bondHCO(X3 )
Ðssion (5). The vertical arrows labelled A, B and C indicate the
minimum H atom TOFs expected at this excitation wavelength for
the cases of, respectively, one photon dissociation of parent HFCO
molecules, one photon dissociation of fragments, and twoHCO(X3 )

v/0photon dissociation of the parent HFCO.

shows resolved rovibronic structure13 indicating that, even
this far above its electronic origin, the state of HFCO has aA3
Ðnite (Dps) lifetime with respect to fragmentation. Thus one
possible explanation for such fast H atoms in the TOF spec-
trum could be two photon excitation of HFCO, resonance
enhanced at the one photon energy, and subsequent disso-
ciation to yield fragments with a broad spreadH] FCO(X3 )
of internal energies. An alternative two photon process,
involving the one photon dissociation (5) and subsequent one
photon excitation and fragmentation of the resulting HCO(X3 )
fragments was inferred in the earlier PTS study of H atoms
arising in the UV photolysis of HFCO, but only at excitation
wavelengths shorter than D233 nm.15 The vertical arrows
labelled A, B and C in Fig. 1 indicate the minimum TOFs
compatible with, respectively, one photon absorption by
HFCO and subsequent dissociation to frag-H] FCO(X3 )
ments, one photon dissociation of fragments pro-HCO(X3 )

v/0duced via the alternative FwC bond Ðssion channel (5), and
with two photon dissociation of HFCO to pro-H] FCO(X3 )
ducts. Clearly, this data suggests that such a two step photoly-
sis (B) is operative at longer excitation wavelengths than
hitherto recognised, and has encouraged a reappraisal of the
earlier data.

Fig. 2 shows H atom TOF spectra taken in Bristol at 220.0,
234.1 and 248.2 nm with, in each case, the polarisation vector
of the photolysis laser aligned perpendicular to the TOF axis.
The faster H atom signal in Figs. 2(b) and (c) is less evident
than that in Fig. 1, reÑecting the lower laser intensities used in
the Bristol work. Nonetheless, it is clear that the relative
showing of the fast signal declines as the photolysis wave-
length is increased. In each case the onset at short TOF is
seen to match better with interpretation B, and reinforces the
idea that primary FwC bond Ðssion occurs at excitation
wavelengths as long as 248.2 nm. The di†erence in thresholds
B and C look deceptively small when plotted on a TOF scale
but actually correspond to a TKER di†erence of [hl

which, at 234.1 nm, for[ D0(HwCFO)] D0(HwCO)]
example, is D13 000 cm~1. We also caution against reading
much into the relative intensities of the slower (primary
photolysis) and faster pedestal (secondary photolysis) contri-
butions to these H atom TOF spectra. The andB3 ÈX3 C3 ÈX3
systems of HCO have origins at 38 691 and 41 270 cm~1,
respectively,29 and given the geometry changes that accom-
pany these electronic excitations, we can anticipate that this

Fig. 2 H (Rydberg) atom TOF spectra obtained following linearly
polarised photolysis of a jet-cooled sample of HFCO molecules at (a)
220.0, (b) 234.1 and (c) 248.2 nm. The major peak at later times and
the early time pedestal are assigned as in Fig. 1.

radical will absorb throughout the wavelength range of inter-
est. However, the HCO absorption cross-section at any partic-
ular wavelength can be expected to depend sensitively upon
the internal state population distribution within the HCO(X3 )
fragments ; this in turn will be a reÑection of the dissociation
dynamics of channel (5) and is likely to be excitation wave-
length dependent. Further, of course, as we have commented
previously, the relative showing of these two contributions to
the H atom TOF spectrum exhibit di†erent laser power
dependencies. Thus, while we feel conÐdent about interpreting
the observed pedestal in the TOF spectra as indicating a con-
tribution from the FwC bond Ðssion channel (5), we are
unable to comment on relative quantum yields. We note that
very analogous secondary photolysis of radicals hasHCO(X3 )
been observed in the photolysis of the isoelectronic molecule
HCOOH in this same wavelength range.30

Thermochemistry : andD
0
(FwCHO) DH

f,0
o(FCO)

Given cm~1 (418.0^ 0.2 kJD0(HwCFO)\ 34 950^ 20
mol~1) and the established value for (see Table 1),*Hf,0o(H)31

can be calculated from eqn. (7) if*Hf,0o(HFCO) *Hf,0o(FCO)
is known;

*Hf,0o(HFCO)\ *Hf,0o(H)] *Hf,0o(FCO)[ D0(HwCFO)

(7)

Unfortunately, as Table 1 also shows, considerable uncer-
tainty is still attached to this last enthalpy of formation. Two

Table 1 Enthalpies of formation used in the estimation of
D0(FwCHO)

Species *Hf,0o/kJ mol~1 (ref.)

H 216.04 (31)
F 77.3 (31)
FCO [153 ^ 12 (32) ; [161 ^ 8 (33)

[183 ^ 7 (34) ; [184.5^ 2 (35)
HCO 44.0^ 0.4 (36) ; 41.5 ^ 0.8 (37)
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recent experimental studies32,33 yield values of
and [161 ^ 8 kJ mol~1, respec-*Hf,0o(FCO)\ [153 ^ 12

tively, which imply kJ mol~1.*Hf,0o(HFCO)D[359 ^ 12
Worryingly, however, contemporary high level ab initio
calculations34,35 suggest the substantially more negative
values for shown in Table 1, thereby implying*Hf,0o(FCO)

kJ mol~1. The discrepancy in*Hf,0o(HFCO)D[387 ^ 3
these two sets of values for will map directly*Hf,0o(HFCO)
into any estimation of the FwC bond strength, D0(FwCHO) :

D0(FwCHO)\ *Hf,0o(F)] *Hf,0o(HCO)[ *Hf,0o(HFCO)

(8)

is well established31 but, to complicate matters*Hf,0o(F)
further, there is also some uncertainty regarding the enthalpy
for forming HCO radicals. As Table 1 illustrates, the most
recent assessment, kJ mol~1,36 fails*Hf,0o(HCO)\44.0 ^ 0.4
to encompass what hitherto had been considered the most
accurate value deduced from measurements of the threshold
energies for forming H(D) atoms in the tunable UV photolysis
of However, these discrepancies are smallH2CO(D2CO).37
compared with the uncertainty attached to *Hf,0o(FCO).
Adopting the more recent value of we arrive*Hf,0o(HCO)36
at the following estimates of the FwC bond strength :

kJ mol~1 (40 100^ 1000 cm~1) ifD0(FwCHO)\ 480 ^ 12
we take the mean of the recent experimental determinations of

([157 ^ 12 kJ mol~1) ; or*Hf,0o(FCO) D0(FwCHO)\ 508
kJ mol~1(42 500^ 250 cm~1) if^ 2 *Hf,0o(FCO)\ [184.5
kJ mol~1. Both values are higher than that erroneously^ 2

suggested in earlier PTS studies of the H atoms resulting from
UV photolysis of HFCO.14,15

Extracting a value for from the presentD0(FwCHO)
experiments is complicated by uncertainties regarding (a) the
contribution that parent hot band absorption may be making
to the deduced yield observed at the longestF] HCO(X3 )
excitation wavelengths and (b) the internal energy state of the

fragments undergoing secondary photolysis. ForHCO(X3 )
example, if we attribute the fastest H atoms observed at
j \ 248.2 nm to secondary photolysis of frag-HCO(X3 )

v/0ments then we obtain kJ mol~1, andD0(FwCHO)O 482
lower limit estimates for kJ mol~1*Hf,0o(HFCO)P[361
and kJ mol~1, in good accord with*Hf,0o(FCO)P [159
other recent experimental determinations.32,33 This good
agreement, in turn, suggests that any energy barrier in the
FwCHO exit channel must be small. These Ðndings raise
further questions regarding the recent theoretical estimates for

([184.5^ 2 kJ mol~1),34,35 which imply a*Hf,0o(FCO)
value of D235 nm for the long wavelength threshold for F

production. Such a value can only be reconciled] HCO(X3 )
with the present experimental Ðndings by assuming exception-
ally (improbably?) favourable FranckÈCondon factors for
exciting the very small fraction of parent molecules in the
molecular beam carrying sufficient internal excitation (D2200
cm~1 in the case of j \ 248.2 nm) to exceed the threshold
energy for channel (5).

HFCO fragmentation dynamics

Interpreting the fast component of the H atom TOF signal as
evidence for primary FwC bond Ðssion at excitation wave-
lengths as long as 248.2 nm necessitates some reconsideration
of the fragmentation dynamics of HFCO. The structured
appearance of the parent absorption spectrum at these wave-
lengths is taken as evidence that the fragmentation is predisso-
ciative. This is in accordance with expectations based on
symmetry considerations,15 which show the state of HFCOX3
to correlate with the ground state HwC bond Ðssion pro-
ducts, while the parent state correlatesH] FCO(X3 2A@), A3
adiabatically with the lowest energy excited products of AA

symmetry. Ab initio calculations38,39 suggest that the thresh-
old for this H] FCO(1 2AA) product channel is D25 000
cm~1 above the ground state asymptote.

Two possible routes to the ground state productsFCO(X3 )
identiÐed following photo-excitation to the state of HFCOA3
can be envisaged.12h15 Crane et al.7 have clearly shown the
importance of internal conversion (IC) to the ground state
surface at excitation energies below the threshold for the H

radical channel, and concurrent studies from Choi] FCO(X3 )
and Moore indicate that molecular elimination to the pro-
ducts HF] CO is dominant at these energies.18 We have
argued previously, however, that IC is unlikely to provide the
route for state parent molecules to dissociate to groundA3
state radical products (4), since analyses of the H atom
Doppler lineshapes12,13 and the PTS experiments14,15 both
provide unequivocal evidence for the presence of an energy
barrier (of D5000 cm~1 measured relative to the asymptotic
products) in the exit channel leading to pro-H] FCO(X3 )
ducts. Neither correlation arguments nor ab initio
calculations9,16 suggest any signiÐcant barrier in the HwC
dissociation co-ordinate of the state surface. ISC to theX3
a8 3AA surface is an alternative fragmentation route by which A3
state HFCO molecules could evolve to ground state
H ] FCO products, and all recent studies suggest that this is
the initial step in the radical dissociation channel (4). The
observed exit channel barrier is explicable since the triplet
surface supports the bottom half of a conical intersection. The
magnitude of the associated energy barrier decreases with
increasing out of plane bending angle, but is calculated16,17
still to be very signiÐcant at the transition state to fragmenta-
tion via HwC bond Ðssion.

Information on the alternative radical dissociation channel
(5) is more sparse. Direct dissociation on the state surface isA3
unlikely, given the Ðnite excited state lifetime at the excitation
energies relevant to this study. Early ab initio calculations16
hinted at a large barrier to FwC bond Ðssion on the a8 state
PES. If correct, this would rule out dissociation after ISC as a
route to the deduced product formation follow-F] HCO(X3 )
ing photoexcitation at the longer wavelengths used in this
work. By default therefore, it would be necessary to propose
IC and subsequent dissociation on the ground state surface as
the route for forming these products. Such an explanation
would be compatible with the present Ðnding that there is
little or no energy barrier in the exit channel leading to F

products, but is not without its problems. Prin-] HCO(X3 )
cipal amongst these is the fact that the dissociation asymptote
for forming products lies below that forH] FCO(X3 ) F

product formation. The current consensus view is] HCO(X3 )
that neither of these exit channels on the ground state surface
involves passage over or through an activation barrier. That
being the case, any statistical fragmentation model would
suggest that at any given energy the rate of HwC bond Ðssion
must dominate that of FwC bond Ðssion, and that neither
product channel will be as signiÐcant as the molecular elimi-
nation (6). Yet the observed fast H atoms are attributed to
secondary photolysis of products, i.e. secondary pho-HCO(X3 )
tolysis (which must be a relatively inefficient process under the
prevailing experimental conditions) of a product of what,
seemingly, is the least likely fragmentation process available to

molecules.HFCO(X3 )
This suggests one of two things. Either, direct H atom loss

on the state surface [channel (4)] is much less facile (relativeX3
to F atom loss) than simple statistical considerations might
suggest, or that we should look again at the initial assumption
that the deduced FwC bond Ðssion process must occur on the

state PES. The former suggestion could be accommodatedX3
if, for example, the initial nuclear motions leading towards
HwC bond Ðssion on the ground state surface involve
passage through a region of phase space where H atom
capture by the F atom and subsequent elimination of HF was
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Table 2 Optimised geometries, harmonic frequencies and zero-point
energies of HFCO molecules at the minima of the and(Ez) X3 1A@
a8 3AA state PESs and at the transition states leading to HwC and
FwC bond Ðssion on the a8 state surface (TS4 and TS5, respectively),
calculated at the MP4SDQ/6-311G(d,p) level of theory

X3 1A@ a8 3AA TS4 TS5

r(CwO)/Ó 1.1809 1.3497 1.2019 1.2095
r(CwF)/Ó 1.3423 1.3443 1.3405 1.7797
r(CwH)/Ó 1.0953 1.0963 1.5248 1.1101

\ OCF/degrees 123.08 111.64 126.46 91.27
\ OCH/degrees 127.71 111.19 92.62 123.01
\ HwCOF/degrees 180.0 128.18 104.58 97.67
(dihedral angle)

l1/cm~1 3160.0 3099.3 2152.4i 2896.2
l2/cm~1 1915.0 1380.4 1806.9 1080.3i
l3/cm~1 1432.5 1180.4 1055.7 1661.1
l4/cm~1 1113.0 1146.4 841.7 1129.6
l5/cm~1 1078.3 1035.8 717.3 764.4
l6/cm~1 686.4 508.0 553.6 291.8
Ez/cm~1 4692.2 4175.2 2487.6 3371.6
Ez/kJ mol~1 56.1 59.8 29.8 40.3

the norm. This seems unlikely to be sufficiently efficient to
suppress all HwC bond Ðssion.

The alternative explanation requires that FwC bond cleav-
age, like the observed HwC bond Ðssion, in fact occurs on the
triplet PES, after ISC from the initially populated state.A3
This would run counter to the Ðndings of the early theoretical
calculations of the topology of the a8 3AA state PES,16 but is
not precluded by symmetry considerations since the F(2P)

combination can correlate with one singlet and] HCO(X3 )
one triplet parent state of AA symmetry (and two of each
multiplicity of A@ symmetry). This prompted a theoretical rein-
vestigation, in Hokkaido, of the minimum energy pathway to
FwC bond Ðssion on the a8 3AA state surface. Tables 2 and 3
show, respectively, the optimised geometries, harmonic fre-
quencies and zero-point energies at the minima of the and a8X3
state PESs, and at the transition states (the minimum energy
barriers) leading to HwC (TS4) and FwC (TS5) bond Ðssion
on the a8 3AA state surface. The calculations reproduce well the
experimentally determined minimum energy geometry of the

state, and slightly underestimate the energy barrier associ-X3
ated with TS4 (measured relative to the asymptotic products).
Most importantly, they reveal that the barrier to FwC bond

Table 3 Total electronic energies at the minima of the and a8(Eh) X3
state PESs, and at the conÐgurations corresponding to the minimum
energy barriers leading to HwC and FwC bond Ðssion on the a8 state
surface (TS4 and TS5, respectively), calculated at three di†erent levels
of theory, for structures that have been fully optimised at the
MP4SDQ/6-311G(d,p) level (Table 2). Also shown are the calculated

state energy separation (without, *E, and with, inclusion ofa8 ÈX3 *Ez ,
the respective zero-point energies) and the energies of the activation
barriers to HwC and FwC bond Ðssion, measured relative to the a8
state minimum (again without, and with, inclusion of theEa , Ea@change in respective zero-point energies), in kJ mol~1 (and, in par-
entheses, in cm~1)

MP4SDQ MP4SDQ MP4SDQ
/6-311G(d,p) /6-311]]G(d,p) /6-311]]G(2d,p)

X3 1A@ [213.34844 [213.35881 [213.40309
a8 3AA [213.19257 [213.20383 [213.24741
TS4 [213.14960 [213.15990 [213.20447
TS5 [213.14196 [213.15402 [213.19806
*E(a8 ÈX3 ) 409.2 (34 210) 406.9 (34 015) 408.7 (34 167)
*Ez(a8 ÈX3 ) 6.3 (517)
Ea(TS4) 113.0 (9945) 115.5 (9655) 112.5 (9411)
Ea(TS5) 133.1 (11 125) 131.0 (10 950) 129.7 (10 845)
Ea@ (TS4) 92.9 (7766) 95.1 (7959) 92.5 (7731)
Ea@ (TS5) 123.4 (10 320) 121.3 (10 145) 120.1 (10 040)

Fig. 3 Schematic energy level diagram illustrating the various par-
ent ] product correlations considered in this work, and the location
and nuclear conÐgurations at the and a8 state potential minima andX3
at the transition states leading to HwC and FwC bond Ðssion on the
a8 state PES. Channel (4) is observed to open at excitation energies
D39 690 cm~1, as a result of tunnelling through the barrier in the
HwC dissociation coordinate.

Ðssion on the a8 3AA state surface (TS2) is much smaller than
implied by the earlier lower level calculations,16 which
employed a tight basis set (6-31G*) and in which electron
correlation was treated at the MP2 level only. These results
lend strong support to the proposal that the deduced FwC
bond Ðssion does indeed occur on the a8 3AA state surface.
Such an explanation is also consistent with the deduced effi-
ciency of dissociation process (5) and, if neither bond Ðssion
process was competitive with molecular elimination on the X3
state PES, would accord with the non-observation of primary
H atom products at excitation energies below D39 690 cm~1,
i.e. below the minimum energy for H atom tunnelling through
the barrier to HwC bond Ðssion on the a8 3AA state surface.
Fig. 3 provides a schematic diagram illustrating the relative
energetics of these competing bond Ðssion channels.

Conclusions

Arguments presented in this work suggest that processes (1)È
(6) all contribute to the decay of an ensemble of stateA3
HFCO molecules. HwC bond Ðssion (4) is a signiÐcant loss
process following excitation at energies above D39 690 cm~1 ;
it occurs after ISC to the a8 3AA PES and involves passage over
(or, near threshold, through) an exit channel barrier of energy
D5000 cm~1 (measured relative to the asymptotic products).
The present work suggests that the alternative FwC bond
cleavage (5) also occurs as a result of ISC to the a8 3AA state
PES, that it makes some contribution at all wavelengths
j O 248.2 nm, and that it involves minimal activation barrier.
ISC is considered to be the dominant non-radiative decay
route for molecules following excitation to energiesHFCO(A3 )
above these bond Ðssion thresholds ; the available experimen-
tal evidence, and statistical considerations, indicate that the
molecular elimination channel (6) is the dominant decay route
for that fraction of the excited HFCO molecules that undergo
IC to the ground state.
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